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Exercise Sheet 06: Relational Algebra (34 points) 
(due by Thursday, December 5, 2013) 

Please note: You need 50% of all exercise points to receive the Studienleistung. Solutions have to be 

turned in on paper until Thursday before the lecture either in the lecture hall or into our 

mailbox (Informatikzentrum 2nd floor). Please write your matriculation numbers and your tutorial group 

number on your solutions! You may answer in German or English. You need to pass both the 

exercises and the exam for the RDB 1 module! Unless otherwise specified: Always use your own 

words! 

Exercise 1 – Relational Algebra (9 points) 

a) Briefly explain what the following basic relational algebra operators do: (4 points) 

i. Selection: ς 

ii. Projection: π 

iii. Renaming operator: ρ 

iv. Cartesian product: × 

b) Briefly answer each of the following questions: (3 points) 

i. How are NULL-values treated in an aggregation? 

ii. How are duplicates treated in an aggregation? 

iii. How can the expression R ⋈θ S be written using only basic relational algebra operators? 

c) Briefly explain what the following extended relational algebra operators do: (2 points) 

i. Left semi join: ⋉ 

ii. Right outer join:  

Exercise 2 – Translation of Relational Algebra (4 points) 

Recall the Translation of Relational Algebra part of the lecture. Translate each of the following relational 

algebra statements into a natural language question: 

a) πlastname ςsex = ‘m’ ∧ mat_no > 4000000 Student 

b) πfirstname ςringbearer_id = hobbit_id (Ringbearer × Hobbit) 

c) student average(result) πstudent, course, result Exam 

d) πname (πmat_no, name BachelorStudent ⋊ mat_no = student πstudent, name Thesis) 

Exercise 3 – Quiz (3 points) 

Given two set compatible relations A and B and a set of attributes S that is a subset of attributes of A 

and B. Are the following two expressions equivalent? If not, give a counterexample. Explain your 

answer! 

1) πS (A \ B)                           2)   (πS A) \ (πS B) 
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student course result

1473 41 1.0

3519 40 3.3

2480 40 1.7

1337 42 1.3

2480 41 4.0

2158 40 2.3

mat_no firstname lastname size

3519 Bilbo Baggins 103

1473 Samwise Gamgee 114

2308 Meriadoc Brandybuck 135

1337 Erna Broosh 86

2158 Frodo Baggins 111

1104 Peregrin Took 142

2480 Sméagol NULL 98

Exercise 4 – Relational Algebra Queries on Relational Models (10 points) 

Given the following relational database: 

Person(firstname: string NOT NULL, lastname: string NOT NULL, telephone_no: string) 

Hero(firstname → Person.firstname NOT NULL, lastname →Person.lastname NOT NULL, 

            alias: string NOT NULL, weakness: string) 

Power(name: string NOT NULL, type: string, reach: numeric NOT NULL) 

HeroHasPower(firstname → Hero.firstname NOT NULL, lastname → Hero.lastname NOT NULL,  

                                name → Power NOT NULL, since: date) 

SideEffect(description: string NOT NULL, power → Power NOT NULL, solution: string) 

Create a relational algebra expression for each of the following queries: 

a) Return the aliases of all heroes that have a weakness for Kryptonite. (1 point) 

b) Return the telephone number of all heroes whose first name is Peter. (2 point) 

c) Return the first and last names of all heroes whose powers have side effects. (2 points) 

d) For each power return its name and the number of its side effects. (2 points) 

e) For each power type of powers with greater reach than 5, return the number of heroes that 

possess it. (3 points) 

Exercise 5 – Relational Algebra Queries on Tables (8 points) 

Recall the Student, Course and exam tables from the Query Optimization detour of lecture 6: 

 

 

Based on these tables, create a relational algebra expression for each of the following queries: 

a) Return the titles of all courses Sméagol took an exam in. (2 points) 

b) Return the average size of all students that took no exam. (3 points) 

c) Return the first names of all students that have written the most exams. (3 points) 

crs_no title

41 Cooking rabbits

40 Destroying rings

42 Flying eagles

Course 

Student 

exam 


